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Deltek® Costpoint® and GCS Premier®

DataCall provides
the right data, to
the right person, at
the right time. There
is no better recipe
for success.
DataCall harnesses
the power of IBM’s
Cognos BI to guide
your company so
that you can better
understand and
manage all levels of
financial and
employee
performance.
DataCall’s web‐
enabled software
works in
conjunction with
Deltek’s account
and timekeeping
solutions to provide
customizable
reports in real time,
enabling employees
to do their jobs
faster and smarter.

Real‐time Data on Financial Performance
DataCall© provides self‐service access to real‐time financial, employee, and project data linked
directly to your Deltek solution. Customizable dashboards are available to users throughout the
organization and across multiple functional areas. DataCall’s reports can be generated either
online or in an external format such as PDF and Excel.
Powerful Drill‐Through Reports
DataCall allows users to slice and dice, re‐organize, and restructure data in a fraction of the time
normally required with traditional financial reporting tools. DataCall provides the flexibility to
move seamlessly from a set of high‐level summarized reports to the lowest level of detail available
– all with a single mouse click. With over 120 pre‐delivered reports and a nearly infinite number of
customizable combinations, DataCall’s drill‐through capability provides simplified navigation to the
exact report detail needed.
Hierarchical Control and Security Framework
DataCall delivers a control and security framework that is ready for implementation right out of
the box. Security and access controls can be provided at the most granular level (employee,
project, etc.) and the program is easily customizable to suit both your company’s current and
future organizational structures.
Cognos BI Foundation
DataCall uses IBM® Cognos® Business Intelligence (BI) as its reporting foundation, leveraging
Cognos’ strengths in database management and security infrastructure maintenance. DataCall
empowers Cognos BI with additional tables, views, and performance enhancements, thereby
allowing DataCall to become the core enterprise reporting tool for your Deltek solutions. Using
Cognos BI, DataCall provides the filters necessary to allow users to group and sort information, use
pick‐lists and prompts, query the database, and produce reports in a variety of formats.
Easy to Implement and Modify
DataCall makes it easy for companies to design customized organizational structures. Effortlessly
map existing employees, projects, and tasks into new organizational structures in mere hours.
Install and customize report views and dashboards with minimal effort, in a fraction of the time
and at a fraction of the cost required by other reporting tools. DataCall can quickly reorganize your
business, saving your company days or even weeks worth of work.
Productivity and Results
DataCall puts financial and employee data at the fingertips of employees across your organization,
reducing the resources required to support corporate financial management. Implementing
DataCall will help your company save money, eliminate cost over‐runs, improve project margins,
and establish a robust management and communications process. DataCall delivers a higher return
on investment for your Deltek solutions.
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Sample DataCall Dashboard

“DataCall’s comprehensive
reporting solution allows us to
perform detailed analysis on the
financial health of our company
through an easily navigated
interface. We are able to make
educated decisions through
increased financial visibility
where prior to implementing the
solution, our visibility was
limited.”
‐ Paul V. Lombardi, President &
CEO, TeraThink Corporation
“DataCall’s many and varied
reports are concise and address
all areas of Accounting as well
as project management. The
drill down feature is outstanding
and provides detail that often
allows for question resolution
without ever referring to
physical documents.”
‐ Kathie Borso, Altarum
Institute

“What would take hours of
research in Costpoint, I can
answer
in
seconds
with
DataCall! ”
‐ Jane Usavage Johnson,
Controller, Sotera Defense
Solutions
"DataCall has allowed us to
produce a more empowered
organization. We finally have
the
metrics
to
provide
measurements to the leaders
that need it in real time.“
‐ Doug Duenkel, COO,
Knight Point Systems
“As an executive focused on my
company’s success, DataCall is
my most powerful tool. I literally
use it all day long for as many
types of inquiries as you can
imagine asking. ”
‐ Chris Brandell, COO,
Trowbridge & Trowbridge
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